Activities of single precentral neurons of the monkey during different tasks of forelimb movements.
The neuronal activity in the motor cortex of the rhesus monkey was investigated in three different tasks performed with finger, wrist, and arm movements. A total of 125 neuronal activities were analysed. They were classified into five groups in terms of muscular contractions provoked by intracortical stimulation; neurons related to contractions of finger, wrist, elbow, shoulder, or trunk muscles. The neuronal activities in three tasks performed with finger, wrist, or arm movements were investigated for each group. Most of the neurons related to the contractions of elbow, shoulder, or trunk muscles were associated solely with arm movement. Smaller numbers of neuronal activities changed their firing frequencies in association with two or three tasks. Neurons related to the contractions of finger and wrist muscles showed various firing patterns in the three tasks; some responded to a single task with wrist or arm movement, while others changed their activities in association with more than one task. The presence of multi-task related neurons is discussed with respect to the multisegmental termination of corticospinal axons in the spinal cord.